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Born between july 23rd and august 22nd, the Leos are the most dominant and extrovert of all the
zodiac signs. Like a lion â€“ the King of all beasts, they have bear grandeur in manner and personality
like a cloak. Similarly, like a lion they are born leaders and enjoy being in a position where they can
take control and lead others. They are at their best element when they are in the position to
command. They are uncomplicated people as they speak out what is in their minds or give opinions
without keeping it inside. Leonians are extremely ambitious and they tend to think, act and achieve
bigger which tends to daunt the others around them. When they are met with obstacles, they tend to
thrive on them and tend to take them as challenges rather than setbacks.

The characteristics of Leo make them idealistic and honorable. They enjoy doing things with
grandeur which makes them look pompous, snobbishly superior and overbearing. But, Leos who
are on the negative side tend to be extremely unpleasant human beings with characteristic of being
extremely arrogant and egoistic, haughty, autocratic pride and a good amount of nasty temper. They
will not hesitate to use cunning, trickery and lies when suspicious of their rivals and to achieve their
goals.

A Leo child will be like a lion, strong and with a lot of will. The child has a confidence which come
from the belief that he is the King of the house. Everything around him has to be perfect including
the dÃ©cor of the house. He might display a temper that blows the roof when things are delayed. For
example, if his milk is delayed his wail can be heard through the entire neighborhood. They demand
attention from those around them and never like to be left out, a Leo baby can be dealt better with
logic than being harsh or using physical force. They absorb and learn things really fast as they are
natural learners. Laziness is the only thing that might stall a child; otherwise he has a will power to
do anything he wants to. They donâ€™t seek adventure, but when one comes their way they donâ€™t let it
go and try to indulge in it.

In professional life, they do well in whatever they choose and try to reach the top of the ladder. They
make good politician and donâ€™t settle for anything less than a powerful position. In any business, one
can find a Leo in the chairman position or one among the board of directors or as managers; they
are never completely in the bottom the line. They are not very good judge of characters. As they are
open and Frank, they think those around them are also the same and are quickly disillusioned
because of this. They also tend to have a lot of favoritism and dislikes for those around them. Lep
are equally sensitive, but they portray a tough image which tends to intimidate others and make
them thing that they are immovable.

In a relationship, a Leo typical to his characteristic will be open, sincere, genuine and trusting.
Typical to doing things in a grand manner, they can very romantic and charming and express it in a
grand way. They make their partner feel special as long as the relationship lasts. Their attraction to
the opposite gender often makes them go through one relationship to the other. But they are loyal
and genuine as long as the relationship lasts. Their attraction to the opposite gender might be the
reason for problems in their marriage. But, once they truly love someone they remain loyal and
honorable. You can now learn a lot about zodiac signs though television and internet, and also talk
to them directly through phone connections like the ATT Home Phone.
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Samantha Kirk - About Author:
Samantha Kirk is a freelance writer. She loves astrology and learns palmistry at home, and often
talks with professional astrologers through her a ATT Home Phone! She strongly believes in sun
signs and often debates with people saying that peopleâ€™s characteristics are influenced by their
respective sun signs!
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